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tonight at 8:30" Skeezix's Father Says Comics Application Letters Sulzberger, Times Publisher, Geo. Zabriskie
roBe Presented Must Avoid All Objectives Must Be In March 18 Tells of Journalism Outlook
All students who
interDonates Junglein applying for major poFriday in Theatre Frank 0. King, Cartoonist, Mr. King assumed full responsi- ested
sitions on the Rollins underSays It Is Not For Those Who
[s a Series of Six Scenes;
Robert Wallsten and Clara
Butler Have Leads

for the 7,300 days of GasoCompares Funny
Strip bility
line Alley which have appeared
With *Gone With the Wind in the newspapers. That is, he ex-

That cowlicked contemporary of
modern high school and college
"Tonight at 8:30", a series of youth, Skeezix Wallet, first landed
on his doorstep Valentine's Day,
Biree streamlined comedies writ1921, in Topsy fashion, having ap.
ten by Noel Coward, will be pre- parently "jest grown". Sunday
lented under the direction of Doro- however, the readers of the Rollins
[by Lockhart, Friday and Satur- Animated Magazine met Skeezix's
\^y in the Annie Russell Theatre, real father Mr. Frank O. King.
Mr. King, born in Cashton, Wis.,
fhis will mark the sixth attraction
went to Chicago to study at the
rf the winter theatrical series unChicago Academy of Fine Arts.
ler the auspices of the Annie Rus- His newspaper career began with
lell Company.
the Minneapolis Times. Later, af"Tonight at '8:30" includes the ter holding a position with The
Ight comedy, "Hands Across the Chicago Herald and Examiner Mr.
Jea" in one scene, "The Astonish- King became affiliated with The
id Heart" which is being produced Chicago Tribune. Before the birth
for the first time outside Noel of Skeezix,'his Uncle Walt, Aunt
[^ward's Company, in six scenes, Phyllis and Rachel, Mr. King drew
ind "Ways and Means," another two other comic strijts, "Bobby
light comedy in three scenes.
Make Believe", and the "RectanThree performances of the pro- gle". In 1919, however. Gasoline
luction will be staged: on Friday Alley began to appear at Amerimd Saturday evenings, and in a can breakfast tables morning after
ipecial matinee presentation Sat- morning while mothers and fathers
watched this mind's child rival the
urday afternoon at 2:30.
Miss Lockhart has announced mischievous pranks of their own
that Robert Wallsten, • young boys and girls.
Broadway actor-playwright, and
Then these same parents watchClara West Butler, a prominent ed their children grow older with
former member of the Annie Rus- Skeezix; watched both of them
geii troupe, will play the lead roles discover that glials weren't diain each of the three plays. These bolical inventions after all; watchlead roles were especially designed ed Uncle Walt experience their
by Noel Coward for himself and own feelings when Skeezix no lon(or the well-known Gertrude Law- ger rode across the morning edi|*nce.
tions on a scooter but sported a
/ Miss Butler, formerly instinictor brand new 1927 model T.
latic art at Rollins, played
To most of those of our age
(utstanding roles in such old-time Skeezix is ever present, just living
ivorites produced by the Annie on from day to day, which is the
(ussell Company as "Candlelight", way Mr. King has planned it. As
Must Fight", "There's Al- he said in his speech, "continuity
lys Juliet", "Private Lives", and cartoonists avoid any
objective
and hopes he never gets there . . .
Times of Passion".
Several new names have been His is a book with a front cover
Ided to the Annie Russell Com- only."
lolls for this play, includlour Fergarson, Mrs. New)n Merrill, Jack Mackemson, MarBloch and William Webb. Well
wn regnalar members of the
)mpany selected as cast members
Julie Trowbridge, Rebecnan Holt, Blanche Bloch,
Jrnest and Frances Kilroe, Henry Student Actors Get Taste of
itryker, Rhea Marsh Smith, NewProblems Confronting ProIon Merrill, and Charles Mendell.
fessional Troupers
Newton Merrill, Fern Park artThe "Lightnin'" troupe during
ist-actor, who designed the sceniCry for "The Romantic Age" last ten days on the road played fifjyear and the more recent "Bar- teen performances in ten different
rhester Towers", is designing the cities. Some of these stops were
ihree scenes to be used in the stag- more successful than others. Conpug of the three Noel
Coward sidering the small amount of advance publicity that reached some
flays.
Tickets may be secured at the of the towns, the attendance was
l»x office of the theatre Wednes- surprisingly good.
[day afternoon through Saturday
The tour would have continued
•fternoon from four until six for at least another week, but Fred
k'clock.
Stane was called to New York
sooner than he expected. This necessitated cancelling the proposed
Orlando, Miami and Palm Beach
engagements. These cities would
have proved more profitable than
small towns the size of Ocala and
Says Health is a Point of Sarasota.
! View, a Philosophy; Knowl- Playing one-day stands in different towns and meeting the
edge Must Be Applied
problems offered by the stages of
"I see health as a point of view, movie houses that had been conphilosophy." stated Dr. Thurs- verted for a day into a legitimate
ton Adams in his Adult Education theatre, gave most of the students
lecture titled Personal
Hygiene their first opportunity of knowing
'Applied, at the Annie Russel Thea- the problems of the professional
theatre. These two weeks of
tre on last Friday.
Dr. Adams who is'giving three trouping gave everyone connected
^'ks on health education said that with the play more practical exjnygiene is not an academic subject perience than'two years of working
jin an academic sense and that in the Annie Russell Theatre.
knowledge alone concerning it is
Most of the reviews received the
•not sufficient, but that applica- play with critical acclaim. Comtion of that knowledge is neces- pletely disinterested critics saw
^3i'y- He advocated using Intelli- the play and wrote just reviews.
gence as a guide to health saying, Charles Richards in the Jackson"Health flows from life as a by ville Journal wrote, "Fred Stone
product of good and wholesome brought to town a supposed amaliving."
teur company and it turned out the
, The speaker pointed out that the audience gave the only amateur
pwls in the living organism are
This tour of the Rollins Student
plways changing and added that
Re function of hygiene is to help Players has paved the way for fuliuman beings achieve beneficial ture tours in Florida. From the
changes.
experience gained through these
That there is no distinction be- performances the department will
*^'een mental and physical health know how to arrange future book*as another view expressed by ings of other plays if they should
J*'"- Adams who said that evidence desire to do so. Audiences in the
from scientific fields points to
northern and central part of FlorMutual interdependence of mind ida now recognize the ability of
the Rollins Drama Department. In
In conclusion Dr. Adams reiter- the future there will be no hesifted that health is a quality flow- tancy about going to a production
*;e from the kind of life the indi- sponsored by the Rollins Student
"udal leads.
Players.

Lightnin' Closes
Tour of Florida

Dr. Thurston Adams
Speaks On Hygiene

plained, that fill-in artists are not
in charge of drawing more than
backgrounds for the comic strip.
The cartoonist estimates that- if
the contents of all the balloon
captions which he has written were
placed end for end they would
make up a book the size of "Gone
With the Wind."
But what "Gone With the Wind"
has delighted, amused, and entertained the young and old, the rich
and poor and as many of each
group as the small outlined balloons which have told the story of
Skeezix and his growing up every
morning for 18 years.

Rollins Flamingo
Pleases Reviewer;
Poetry Improved

graduate publications
should
make na application in writing
to Mr. E. T. Brown, secretary
of the publications union, not
later than March 18.
Tbe major staff positions include: editor and business manager of the Sandspur, Flamingo
Tomokan and "R" Book, and
the advertising commissioner
of all the publications.
The particular requirements
for each position may be obtained from the present editors
of the publications.

George Holt Back
F r o m Successful
T r i p to S c h o o l s
"Country Club Idea" Not As
Prevalent;
Interest
Is
Shown By the Boys
By Dick Kelly
"One of

the most

successful

Founders' Week Edition Has trips I've e*er made," declared
Excellent Photographs and Director of Admissions George
Holt, when asked by a Sandspur
Semi-Dialect Stories
reporter about his recent six weeks
By Helen Hitt
The Founders' Week Edition of
the Rollins Flamingo is out and it
is a delight in almost every way.
The cover is an excellent introduction to its contents with the photograph of Fred Stone advising on
Rollins life.
The department deserving the
most credit for improvement is the
poetry department with its group
by Walter Royall. It seems only
fitting that when we have with us
promising poets as Mr. Royall that
they should have such an opportunity. Let'us hope that the next
will be given to Dorothy Bryn
whose poem "Mist Over Germany"
is the finest of the miscellaneous
efforts in this issue.
It is noticeable that all four of
the stories printed are in direct or
semi-dialect. Perhaps this is due
to the fact that the story editor's
own striking contribution is colloquial to almost as decided a degree as is the controversy raging
over the story itself.
The photographs in this issue
leave little to be desired unless one
could wish that their titles were
not so microscopic. The book reviews and articles are in general
well-written and more to the point
than those of the previous edition.
Warren Goldsmith deserves special praise for his sensitive and
understanding essay on Tschaikowsky's symphony.

Kappa's Entertain K, A.'s
Kappa Kappa Gamma entertained the Kappa Alpha's at a buffet
supper and dance ^n Pugsley last
Sunday night. Mrs. Lester and
Mrs. Enright acted as chaperones
with Mrs. Scott as guest.

jaunt that took the tall, affable
Mr. Holt to schools and academies
throughout the east.
"There's a distinct lessening of
the "country club idea," he said,
"and I was greatly impressed by
the serious attitude of the students interviewed." He would give
no statement on the possible size
of next year's freshman class. "Too
indefinite," he smiled, "a lot of
people never seem to know just
what they're going to do."
He did say however, that there
had also been a marked increase
in the interest shown by boys. "I
would estimate that of the number interviewed, the boys constituted about three-quarters of the
group." During this trip, from
which he had just returned in time
for the annual Founders' Week
exercises, Mr. Holt went first to
Atlanta, Ga., where he spoke at
the Washington Seminary, Druid
Hills High School and the North
Fulton High School.
From Atlanta he hopped to the
New York metropolitan area, visiting Pingry School, Lawrenceville School in New Jersey, and
the Packer Collegiate Institute,
Friend's Academy, The Collegiate
School, all of New York, Scarborough School and Stone King
School in New York state.
In Connecticut, Choate School,
Taft, Cheshire Academy, St. Margaret's Sch'ool, Ethel Walker
School, Kingswood School, Pomfret School and
Westminster
School all beard Rollins' good will
emissary. He also talked and interviewed a group at the MosesBrown School at Providence, R. I.
A long list of Massachusetts
prep schools occupied the next
(Continued on page 2)

Everybody had a chocolate nut
sundae. After another
surtdae,
everyone began to feel gay. Duddy
Darling wanted a third, but "No
Thanks" Morgan put an end to that
idea.
The floor show started and some
philanthropist at one of the tables
offered five dollars to the best
amateur singing or dancing act. It
was amazing the amount of latent
talent that was just waiting for a
chance to be discovered.
After
about eight unusually fine entertainers had given their all for the
crowd, the five little men from
school decided that close harmony
was needed. They sang "K. A.
Rose", then "I've Been Working on
the Railroad" for an encore. And
they won the five dollars! And
were they happy!
Everyone had another round of
sundaes. It was one-thirty though
so they had to hurry home. And
they dreamed of chocolate nut sundaes and adventure all that night.
However they all decided that the
normal life with at least eight
hours sleep every night is safer,
saner and much more fun. Onethirty is an ungodly hour!!

One Hundred Acres Given;
Ten Ai^e Now Developed;
Furnished Spanish House

By Elsie Moore
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, puH
Usher of the New York Times, h:;.
what he himself termed the uniqi:
experience of (being interviewe*:
It seems that this distinguishes i
publisher does not like to be quc>tioned by newspaper people, nm
does he like to have his picture
When asked how an aspiring
student might obtain a journalistic job he said that he should first
decide that he is definitely interested in this field and none other.
"It is not too difficult to decide
this question if one can be truthful
to oneself", he said. The first
thing to do is to ask oneself the
following questions: Do you want
to express yourself? If the answer is "yes", mark it against
yourself and back out. In, journalism you are never allowed to express your personal feelings or reactions, you must sublimate yourself to the news and to popular
sentiment and thought. The second question is: Do you know the
difference between the United and
the Associated Press? The United
Press is privately owned; the Associated Press is owned by everyone whose contributions are accepted, whether he be Democrat,
Republican, Communist or what
not; thus it is likely to be unbiased;
there are other differences to be
found in these two groups but this
is the outstanding one. Next: Do
you read at least one newspaper
regularly for the news ? Are you
well pasted on current affairs, both
here and abroad ? Do you know

Call Jungle 'Yaryiasee'
For Old Indian Tribe
Orange and Grapefruit Trees
Already Cultivated; Six
Miles From Daytona Beach

ABTHITB HATES S1TI2BEBGE&
who the regular contributors to the
papers are and what these writers
cover? Do you notice the date lines
on articles and recognize the differences in the stlories rt|ported
with different time dates? If you
cannot answer these questions in
the affirmative, it is likely that
you are not truthfully interested
in journalism; not enough, that is,
to continue in that field for a life
work.
If you find yourself lacking in
this, perhaps you are better in another field of writing. Ask yourself
(Continued on page 2)

Mr. Gorge A. Zabriskie of New
York City and Ormond Beach has
presented to Rollins College one
hundred acres of jungle land
known as the Yamasee Jungle. Of
this grant ten acres have been
cleared and developed.
This lot was named after the
Yamasee tribe of Indians which
have been natives of that part of
Florida since the time of De Soto.
This Jungle is about sixty-five
miles from Winter •Park and ten
miles from Daytona Beach. Surrounded by a tract of land 26,000
acres which is used as a game
preserve and cattle grazing country, it is six miles off of the main
road. On the plot which the college now owns there is considerable game and wild life.

Aroxie Hagopian,
On the ten acres that are clearthere is a Spanish house that
Soprano, Will Give ed,is well
furnished. On the place
there is a private electric plant,
Recital March 16 three
artesian wells, a wind mill,
three barbecue pits and enough
Is

picnic tables to seat over two hun-

Graduate of Juilliard dred people. There is also a twelve
School of Music; Has Sung acre orange and grapefruit grove
which is well cultivated and growIn Many Operas

Bird Lovers Meet
ing perfect fruit. The rest of the
The final concert in the Faculty lant is used for growing rare speFor 39th Annual Recital
Series will be given March cies of flowers. Not far from the
16, at 8:15 p. m. in the Annie Rus- house there are many chicken runs
Audubon Program sell
Theatre by Miss Aroxie Hago- and houses.

pian, soprano, assisted by Miss
The house is surrounded by a
Gretchen Cox, violinist, Arnold beautiful lawn decorated with
about a thousand feet of trimmed
hedges and artistic arbors. There
are many cabbage palms about the
York City. She received her Bach- yard and most of them are covered
poles,
elor of Music Degree from the with drawings of totem
Oberlin Conservatory of Music, a which add to the mystic setting.
Bachelor of Arts Degree from
This Yamasee Jungle may be
Rollins College, and is also a grad- used as a third item in Rollins outuate of the Juilliard Graduate side recreational program; the
School of Music in New York City. other two being the Pelican at
She was the winner of the Juil- Coronado Beach, and Shell Island
liard Fellowship award for oper- If the Jungle is put to this use,
atic study in Dresden, Germany. it is hoped that this will form the
Miss Hagopian was under contract nucleus for the growth of a Rollins
to the Sivic Opera Company of outing club, thus making Rollins
Dusseldorf, Germany, where she more and more of an out-door colsang such leading roles as Senta lege.
in "The Flying Dutchman"; Mimi
It is hoped that the possibility
in "La Boheme"; the title role in
"Mignon"; Leonora in "La Forza of raising chickens, vegetables and
del Destine'; Santizza in "Cavell- fruit for the college Commons will
eria Rusticana," and numerous help to make this a self-paying
other roles. Her artistry has been proposition.
heralded by leading critics both
Mr. George Albert Zabriskie,
here and abroad. At present. Miss who has given this gift to the ColHagopian is assistant professor of lege is a flour merchant, being the
voice at Rollins College.
resident director of the Pillsbury
Miss Cox, Associate Professor Flour Mills. During the World War
of Violin at Rollins College, receiv- Mr. Zabriskie was the United
ed her teacher's certificate from States administrator for sugar and
the Chicago Musical College. She flour. Because of bis notable work
has concertized for years through- he was decorated by Belgium, I-ceout the United States; was former- land and Poland. He is also the
ly teacher of Violin at Southwest- treasurer of the New York Hisern College, Winfield, Kansas; and torical Society and a patron of the
is now concertmaster of the Sym- arts. In New York he is widely
phony Orchestra of Central Flor- known for his awards for w a t e r colors. Thursday there will be an
ida.
exhibit of his hand-tooled bookArnold Kvam, instructor of vio- bindings in the Woolson English
lincello at Rollins College is a building.
graduate of the Peabody Institute
of Music; a graduate student of
the Staatliche Akadamie der Tonkunst, Munich and
Staatliche
Hochschule der Musik, Berlin. He
is at present first violincellist in
the Symphony Orchestra of CenRound-Table Discussion For
tral Florida and violincellist in the
Negroes' Immediate Needs
Alexander Bloch Strink Quartet.
Miss Moore is associate professor of piano at Rollins College.
On Wednesday evening March 8
She received her B. M. (cum laude) at eight o'clock, the Interracial
from the University of Illinois; a group is going out to Hungerford
four year fellowship at the Juil- Negro School for a joint meeting
liard Graduate School; highest and round table discussions. The
honors at the Conservatoire Amer- Hungerford group will present a
icain, Fontainbleau, France. She Summary of their immediate needs
has appeared as soloist with vari- some items of which will be taken
ous Symphony Orchestras through- care of by the Interracial commitout the United States.
tee. All those interested are corSingle admission for the college dially invited to attend this interesting meeting.
is fifty cents.

Instructive Talks, Informal Kvam, violincellist; and Miss
Supper and Motion Pictures Helen Moore, pianist.
Form Highlights of Meet
Miss Hagopian was born in New
Several hundred bird lovers
from Florida and other states
gathered in Winter Park Saturday
for the 39th annual meeting of the
Florida Audubon Society. An outstanding program was arranged,
which began at 7 o'clock on Saturday morning with a bird walk, led
by Mrs. A. M. Nourse in the Mead
Botanical Gardens. Mrs. Nourse is
an expert ornithologist and the
Gardens afforded an unusual opportunity for observation of local
bird life. Minter Westfall was in
charge of the program.
The business meeting began at
10 o'clock Saturday morning and
included reports of wardens and
officers as well as the elections
for the coming year.
Following
this meeting luncheon was served
at the Woman's Club where Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins College was toastmaster and Miss Sarah Partridge, Educational Director of the State Commission of
Game and Fresh Water Fish,
spoke on "Progress of Wild Life
Conservation."
At 2 p. m. at the Annie Russell
Theatre the meeting continued
with four illustrated talks on birds,
wild life and consei-vation, and following these, tea was served at the
Dommerich Estate in Maitland
where the club was the guest of
Mrs. Reinhard Siedenburg.
An informal supper for those
members who had been on the trips
to Tortugas or to the "Campout"
was he'-d at the Whistling Kettle
Tea Room. On the evening at 8:15
the colored slow motion pictures
of "Spectacular Birds" by Mr.
John H. Storer was shown at the
Annie Russell Theatre. These pictures have been shown in various
centers in the East and have been
enthusiastically received.
On Sunday there were two field
trips, both starting at 8 a. m. One
of these was a 50 mile trip from
Sanford on the St. Johns River and
was limited to 34 members; the
other was open to all who cared
to go to visit Lake Harney. The
tours started from the Annie Russell Theatre.

^Lightnin' Troupe Kicks Over Traces at Night
Spot; Wins Five Dollars For Best Singing Act
The last night the "Lightnin'"
troupe was in Jacksonville, nine of
its more intrepid members decided
to enjoy a little of the night life
of the city. Usually a rigid twelvethirty curfew had been observed
by the tired little actors, but this
night was different. The chaperons were aghast at the idea, but
finally they reluctantly gave the
nine, one-thirty late permissions.
False A^arm Lichtenstein and
True-blue Levy tried to persuade
them to stay at home and go to
bed for they had a matinee and
needed rest. However "No Thanks"
Morgan, Duddy Darling, Bucky
Buckwalter, Tardy
Kingsbury,
Donny Cram, Tiny Ward, Off-key
Chindahl, None-such Hume, and
Ellie Elliott stamped their little
feet and trotted away.
They tried to find a soda fountain, but none was open. This was
their one night and they refuse^
to be foiled. Timidly they entered
the Roosevelt Rendezvous and retreated into a far corner. Their
little hearts were soon set at rest
for whom should they see but
Glamor-Girl Baker and Guardian
Potter.

Land To College

Wish To Express Themselves; Is Hard on Health

Interracial Group To
Visit Hungerford

THE

ROLLINS
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Sulzberger, Times
Publisher, Tells of i
Journalism Outlook

Phi Delta Epsilon Severin Bourne Interviewed; Has Produced
The Rollins Animated Magazine on the Air
Announces Annual Eight years ago Severin Bourne to Paris. His subject "Stop,
made his first entry to Rollins Look Ahead with Color".
Journalism Awards College
Miss Helen Hull, author and
and in 1934 he received his

(Continued from page 1)

the same question about the prej.
ent day contributors to fiction. Dj
Master's degree. During his time winner of a Guggenheim Fellowyou know each writer by the style
ship for Creative Writing in 1931
on
campus
he
worked
in
the
pubwhich they use ? Do you know the
Honorary Collegiate Fraternian interesting discoui'se on
recent books and what the critia
ty Will Give Cash Prizes, licity office and in Prexy's office, gave
why she writes about American
Medals for News, Editorials Since that time he has worked in family
have to say about them ? Do •
life. The fourth and last
Connecticut and every year has
criticize when you read ? If
Animated contributor to the radio version
The Phi Delta Epsilon, honorary produced the Rollins
perhaps you had better go into
collegiate journalism
fraternity, Magazine in New York broadcast- of our magazine was Mr. Frank
cial service work. That is
Case,
author
of
that
amusing
book,
ing
stations.
will make its annual awards for the
field, Mr. Sulzberger thinks,
"Tales of a Wayward Inn," lecbest editorial and the best newsUntil last year this magazine
which an individual is allowed to
story this year, shortly
after was broadcast over the NBC hook- turer and head of one of New
express himself.
York
City's
most
famous
hostelschool convenes next fall. All copy up but this year it was switched
If a person can find any other
must be in the hands of the judges over to the Columbia net-work and ries, the Algonquin. Mr. Case told
interest in life, he should not go
of
some
of
the
famous
men
he
had
not later than June 1, 1939.
has been accepted as a yearly fea- known of the experiences he has
in for journalism. Any one •who
This competition is open to all ture. Because it is considered
does must lead an irregular life^
had with them.
colleges in the United States and educational program this coai
give up social contacts outside of
For the first time, this year recto men and women contestants to-coast program costs nothing,
his own field and give up almost
ords were made of the entire proalike. The first prize in both the
During the past seven
years
all other interests in life. There
editorial and news story compe- that Mr. Bourne has had this pro gram. Mr. Bourne has these recis hardly any other businesi
tition wil be $20 and a gold medal gram on the radio, there have beei cords and has promised to loan
side of the medical profe
Second prize will be $10 and a sil- twenty-eight speakers, most oJ them to the college whenever they
which is so demanding on s
may
be
desired.
ver medal, while $5 and a bronze whom have spoken at Rollins at
son's life, said Mr. Sulzberger.
medal will be given as third prize some time or another.
A last warning note to this direA certain number of bronze medThis year, the first contributor
ful answer to youth's plea was
als will be given as awards foi on the radio program was Miss
that that if a person wants to get
receiving honorable mention.
Margaret Widdemer, well-('known
in the newspaper business he
To be eligible for prizes, editor- author and writer whose latest
should start to work in a small
ials or news-stories must
have book is "Ladies Go Masked". Her Romantic Movement in Prose
town, get his experience there and
been written by an undergraduate subject on the Magazine was
and Poetry Her Subject
Typical of the colorful new beach fashions to be modeled at the "Fun in the Sun" Fashion Show held at then make his try at a large paper.
during the academic year 1938-.
"Writing Probliems". The next
Sanlando Springs. 3:30 Friday afternoon, are these smart beach ensembles from the Dickson-Ives Any one going directly to New
in a college journal (daily, weekly, contributor was Mr.
Howard
"The romantic movement in Sport Shop. The Fashion Show is an annual affair under the sponsorship of the OraJndo Junior Welfare York or Chicago will be put on as
semi-weekly, bi-weekly, tri-weekly, Ketcham, color engineer and noted prose and poetry; the biography
Association.
Rollins students are invited to attend the show free of charge.
a reporter in the "sticks" and vri[\
and must be submitted to the di- designer. Mr. Ketcham is the win- of a period" was the subject of Dr.
have no opportunity to work his
rector of Courses in Journalism, ner of the Wolf Award for Design Evelyn Newman's lecture at the
way up to a regular position.
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., and inventor of Colorcode, a ma- Woman's Club yesterday.
When asked as to advisability of
not later than June 1, 1939.
chine which has transmitted color
Dr. Newman gave a thorough
going to a school of journalism,
While it is recommended that designs accurately from New York discussion of this early nineteenth
Mr. Sulzberger said that it was
editorial boards or editors-in-chief
century period, its revolutionary,
helpful but not at all necessary.
submit a selection, properly attestbackground and of the greatest Proceed to Go for New Tennis
A rare collection of autographed Sara Bernhardt are included also
ed, of the three best editorials and
figures in its foreground, namely
Courts, Intramural Field
photographs, mementos, and por- in the complete collection made by
three best news stories published
the poets Shelley, Byron, Wordsthe
great
Miss
Russell.
traits, property of the late Miss
in their respective journals, durworth, Keats, and Coleridge, whom
Among the prominent theatrical
At a recent dinner meeting of Annie Russell, famous English and
ing the year, the judges will conshe calls The Big Five; and the
photographs and souvenirs collectsider on the Same basis all prop- Cash Awards and All-expense prose writers Coleridge, the great the Executive Board at the home American actress, and subsequent
QUALITY FOODS
ed by Miss Lockhart, former aserly attested contributions, whecritic; Lamb, the informal essay- of Mrs. Willard Wattles, general collections made by Miss Dorothy
Trips Given in Contest
sistant to Miss Russell and who
ther submitted under this plan or
ist; Hazlitt, the critic and delight- plans for the Fiesta were laid Lockhart, present director of the
succeeded
her
as
director
of
the
Park Ave.
by individuals, provided the condiyist; de Quincey, the con- and Mrs. Wendell Stone was
Annie Russell Series, have been Annie Russell Company include Phone 520
CHICAGO, III. — (ACP)—Cash fessor; and Walter Savage Landor, lected to be general chairman of
tions stated above are complied
placed on exhibition for public in- numerous
autographed
photoprizes of $1,000 and two all-ex- the conversationalist. Dr. New- the Fiesta. Mrs. Stone is lining up
with.
spection three days each week, ac- graphs of more modern well-known
pense trips to the New York
sub-committee chairmen who
charmingly called the writording to an anouncement by Pres- dramatic personalities. Miss LockThe decision of the judges shall World's Fair are being offered to
be announced at an early date.
be final and shall be binding on all U. S. college and high school stu- ings of this group "a family afident Hamilton Holt.
hart is also completing Miss Rus- Take a New Book Home to
The students are choosing theii
contestants, and no material will dents in a nation-wide essay con- fair", as their authors were always
sell's rather complete collection
projects and making plans with
with one another.
the folks spring vacation
The collections repose in the with additional material that she
be returned. There will be separ- test being sponsored here by the
their usual enthusiasm which inate judges for the editorial and Advertising Age, the national
Green Room and the late Miss Rus- is gradually collecting.
res the success of the Fiesta.
news-stories competition.
These newspaper of advertising.
sell's
private
office
in
the
Annie
move has been started in the
Last year $750 was turned into
Photographs of Eva h& Gallijudges are chosen from among the
Thousand-word essays on "How Iowa legislature to move the the Student Union Fund as pro- Russell Theatre. Miss Lockhart enne, Helen Hayes, Katherine Cormost noted journalists in the
Advertising Benefits the Consum- state's college of engineering from ceeds from the Fiesta and the year will personally conduct visitors nell, Maurice Evans, Otis Skinner,
country.
er" are to be submitted in the con- the University of Iowa to Iowa before $500 was raised to build through the collections in these two Marguerite Anglin, Cecelia Loftus,
Further information may be test whose aim is to encourage a State College.
rooms and through a hallway coltennis courts.
Elmer Rice, Billie Burke, Laurette
obtained from the Editor of the more careful consideration of the
lection of interesting, authentic Taylor, among several others, reThe fact that the Association
Sandspur, or from Dale H. Gram- economic functions of advertising
costume plates of periodic dress pose in the collection made this E. Park Ave.
Winter Park
did not this year again select the
ley, Director of Courses in Jour- in our business and social life.
each
Monday,
Wednesday,
and
Friwinter by Miss Lockhart and
Student Union as the objective
nalism at Lehigh
University,
day morning from 10:30 until 12 placed in the Green Room of the
Important are these contest
sense
implies
a
waning
of
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
rules announced by Advertising
theatre.
terest in the Union, but the fact o'clock.
Age:
Included in the collection of Miss
that the athletic grounds could be
Also included in the collections
1. This contest is open to anyimproved at a very attractive price Russell's photographs and memen- for public inspection are a comone enrolled as an undergraduate Launderers Dry Cleaners and that they are needed, made it tos are portrait photographs of
plete series of costume plates, destudent in any high school, college
1 opportune that the money be such outstanding actors and play- signed by H. Winthrop Pierce of
or university in the United States
raised for that purpose.
wrights of Miss Rusell's period as Boston, depicting the style of dress
or the Dominion of Canada during
CAMPUS AGENTS
The
members of the Board en- Bernard Shaw, William Gillette, of the ages. This series of plates
(Continued from page 1)
the period from February 1 to
tertained by Mrs. Wattles are Mrs. Ellen Terry, Richard Mansfield are not only interesting to the layRodman J. Lehman, Secretary- and Arthur Conan Doyle. These man but are employed as "stylists"
stage of the journey, as he visited April 23, 1939. Evening, extentreasurer; Mrs. J. E. Campbell, Eighteenth Cenutry portraits, used by the dramatic companies in cosin quick succession: Taber Acad- sion, correspondence school or postemy, Lesell Junior College, Hunt- graduate students are not eligible.
presentative from faculty; Mrs, by Miss Russell in her old English tuming plays with authentic cos2. Essays must not exceed 1,000
ington Boys' School, Governor
William Melcher, representative Comedy productions, and a piece tumes.
Drummer Academy, Phillips Acad- words and must be written, or
from faculty wives; Miss Clara of fine lace given Miss Russell by
typewritten,
on
one
side
of
the
emy, Belmont Hill School, Mt.
Adolphs, representative from staff
If You Want to Look
Hermon School, Deerfield Acad- paper.
Mrs. C. J. Lestre, representative
Smart Go To
3. Contestant's full name, school
emy, Northfield Seminary, Northfrom resident heads of houses.
SPRING IS THE TIME TO PAINT — COME HERE
ampton School, Berkshire School, or college, course, class year, and
FOR ANYTHING IN PAINT AND SIGNS
ic*r
Hotchkiss School, Gunnery School, complete home address must be
Gamma Phi's Hold Elections
Angebilt Hotel
Bancroft School, Worcester Acad- given on a separate sheet, attached
emy, Wilbraham Academy, Willis- securely to the manuscript. This
GILDDEN PAINT AND VARNISHES
Alpha Mu chapter of Gamma
ton Academy and Gushing Acad- information must not appear on
Phi Beta held its election of offithe manuscript itself.
emy.
last Monday evening. Miss
4. Manuscripts must be mailed
The Philadelphia area's fine inPeggy-Mary Whiteley of Washing,
stitutions were the next stop and to Contest Secretary, Advertising
ton, D. C., was elected President
—Rollins
Alumnus—
students at Friend's
School, Age, 100 East Ohio Street, Chiand Miss Jean Densmore, of BrookINCORPORATED
George School, Germantown Acad- cago, and must bear on their enline, Mass., vice-president. The
REAL ESTATE BROKER
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
emy, Friend's Central School, velope the notation "High School"
tallation services will take place
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
Baldwin School, Wm. Penn Char- or "College," designating the prop- Tel. 400
100 Park Ave. next week.
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
ter and the Hill School were inter- er division to which the essay is
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida
eligible. To be considered, manuviewed.
Prom here Director Holt's itin- scripts must bear a postmark not
Typewriter
Headquarters
erary led to Washington, where later than midnight, April 23, 1939.
Sales and Service
the National Cathedral School,
AU Makes Used Typewriters
Holton Arms and National Park
College were visited, while the Mc19 E. Pine St., Orlando
Donough School in Baltimore also
Phone 4822
heard about Rollins.

Dr. Newman Lectures
At Woman's Club

Rollins Women Will Collection of Photographs and Portraits
Give Gypsy Fiesta
Owned hy Annie Russell Shown in Theatre

College Students Are
Offered Fair Trips

Hqug'h's Food Shop

BOOKERY

AMERICAN

George Holt Back
From Successful
Trip to Schools

Southern Dairies
SEALTEST ICE
CREAM
is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

Rick Gillispie
Ollie Daugherty

Simmons Barber

BRIGHTER HOMES PAINT CO.

RAY GREENE

Orlando Lmen & Towel Supply Co.

Just in from this grueling trip,
Mr. Holt left Monday for another
three week tour of schools in the
middle west. During this time he
will visit schools in and around
Kansas City, St. Louis, Indiana^)olis, Cincinnati!, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and Milwaukee.

Thomas P. Johnson
Elected To Trustee
Of Rollins College
Thomas P. Johnson, young Pittsburgh attorney and Vice-President
of the Rollins Alumni Association,
was elected to membership on the
Rollins College Board of Trustees
at their annual Founders' Week
meeting last week.
Johnson, a member of the class
of 1934, is a former president of
the Rollins Student Body. Entering the Harvard Law School after
graduatii^ from R.ollins, young
Johnson compiled a brilliant scholastic record, ranking fifth in the
law school's graduating class.
Johnson is the son of Mrs. Grace
Phillips Johnson of Orlando.

College Officials Are Davis Office Supply
Gratified Over The
Animated Magazine

"Subscribers" to the twelfth annual edition of the Animated Magazine "published" here last Sunafternoon at Rollins College contributed the sum of $2:,040.35 during the "advertising insert," officials of the college revealed.
At only one other issue of the
annual magazine — the very first
"publication" — have the "subscription receipts" exceeded the total contributions received last Sunday. The amount collected last
Sunday is an increase of over $6000
over last year's sum and far exceeds the 1937 collection of $617.58,
when the magazine was driven indoors by rain.
The collection this year wil! be
used as "student aid" to "enable
worthy-ambitious students who
cannot pay the entire cost of their
education at Rollins, to remain in
College."
Officials of the college indicated
that they were highly gratified
over the generosity of the "subscribers" for this year's near-record collection.

^^^.

The Music Box

w]

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Buck Johnson—Campus Agent

We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park, Phone 413

Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

LOVELY SPRING CLOTHES
Pastels and Light Shades

BEEN TO THE BEACH? — YOUR CAR SHOULD
BE CLEANED
Have it done now — Washing, Polishing, Simonizirig

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Park

Palm Beach Formals

It's easy enough to start the
evening looking like a snapP?
sketch in Esquire.
But how do you look, hours
later?
Your best bet is an eveninf
turn-out by

Slacks, Play Suits
Sheer Washable Prints

Town and Country
Shop
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

Orlando

Light — cool — and wash
The price

$18.50
Regular Palm
*alm Beach Suits are
S15.50

R.C. BAKER
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Members of Phi Mu
Observe Founders'
Day, March Fourth

The feature of the Founders
Day observance was a ritualisti(
service honoring the three organi
izers of the first chapter of Phi
Mu at Wesleyan College, Macon
Ga.,—Mary Dupont Lines of Jack
sonville, Fla., Mary Myrick Dan
iels of Americus, Ga., and Martha
Hardaway Redding of Macon, Ga
Eighty-seven years ago
or
March 4, 1852—founding of • the
sorority, which is the second oldest
of the national Greek letter societies for women, was announced.
The group here is one of fifty six
collegiate and more than a hundred alumnae clubs in various cities which are holding formal founders' day observances in honor of
that event of pre-Civil War days.
Phi Mu maintains a national
scholarship loan fund named for
the Alpha chapter at Wesleyan.
To the founders' day services undergraduate and alumnae members will each bring one penny
for each year of the sorority's age.
The pennies, accumulating for
more than three-quarters of a century, have resulted in a large fund
which is used to make loans to
members who need financial assistance to complete their college

Bach Festival Thrills
Many Music Lovers
Christopher Honaas Directs
Successful Choral Singing
By Warren Goldsmith
Last Thursday and Friday the
annual Bach Festival of Winter
Park, held in Knowles Memorial
Chapel, delighted hundreds of music lovers from North and South
On Thursday at 3 o'clock the
program consisted of three choruses from the great "Mass in B
Minor" Cantata iNo.
155—"My
God, How Long, O How Long?"
and the Cantata "Sleepers, Wake"
On Friday at 3 o'clock the first
part of the mighty and intensely
dramatic "passion of Our Lord,
According to St. Matthew" was
presented, and the second part followed that evening at 7:30 o'clock.
This wonderful and leading musical event was under the direction
of Christopher 0. Hanaas whose
thorough comprehension of the
music and skill as a choir-master
was evident throughout the entire
festival. The Rollins Choir was
reenforced not only by the Birmingham Apollo Boys' Choir, but
also by a group of extremely distinguished soloists: Jeanette Vreeland, soprano; Arthur Kraft, tenor;
Killian Knowles contralto; David
Blair McClosky, bass-baritone; and
Mac Morgan, bass-baritone. Also
participating in the Festival were:
Herman F. Siewert, organist; Margaret Sittig, violinist; Arnold
Kunrad Kvam, violincellist; Helen
Neilly, pianist; and Emelie Dougherty, assistant organist. The Festival was in every way a pronounced success. The Rollins Choir
sang with
extreme accuracy,
cl(arity and precision; and gave
the gorgeous religious music a
truly exalted interpretation.
The splendid results of many
weeks of strenuous rehearsals as
well as the excellent coordination
between Mr. Honaas and the
choir showed in every bar of the
music. The soloists sang
with
deep feeling, generally clear enunciation, full, rich tonal qualities,
and remarkable accuracy. Several
of these soloists have sung in leading Bach Festivals of the north
and Jeannette Vreeland has appeared with the Boston and Philadelphia Symphony Orchestras, The
Birmingham Choir of boys contributed a celestial beauty and silk-

SAN DSP U R

Gay songs, costumes, Virginia
Reel, old-fashioned waltzes served
to make the Gay Nineties Party,
held in Recreation Hall last evening, for the benefit of the Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida, a big success.

Second Oldest National Greek
Letter Sorority Commemo
rates Its 87th Birthday
National Founders' Day was
served Saturday March 4 by Alpha Omega chapter of Phi Mu so
rority at a program and ritual
istic service held at 7:00 at the
Colonial Orange Court Hotel.
The banquet was arranged
the active chapter of Rollins,
the Winter Park-Orlando alum
Those taking part in the program
carrying out the theme "Dream
of Phi Mu" were Miss Frances
Whittaker, active president; Mrs
Betty Johnston, alumnae presi
dent; Miss DoJipthy
Ciccarelli
Miss Edna Harmon, active secre
tary and Miss Julia Lawrence,
alumnae secretary.
All active
members were recipients of lovely
corsages from Miss Anne Earle.

ROLLINS

THREE

Dr. Mott to Speak In
Songs, Costumes, Virginia Reel, Folk Dancing
Give Life to Symphony Orchestra Benefit Chapel This Sunday

Mr. Henessey, manager of the
Virginia Inn, acted as toastmaster
for the evening, Rec. Hall vas
decorated in the mood for a party
of the gay nineties, and the participants in this affair were grouped around tables for the program.
The folk dancing class of Mrs.
Rae demonstrated the Virginia
Reel, polka, old-fashioned
waltz
and lancers. While Walter Royall
and Marcelle Hammond sang the
popular songs 6f that era. individuals posed within a large frame, to
represent the theme of the song
rendered. The costume for this
section of- the program were unusually stiking and picturesque.
A group of negroes were gathered together for the occasion to participate in a cake walk.
This
caused a great deal of favorable
comment towards the spirit of the
evening, as the cake walk was
of the outstanding features.
Jan Paderewski, greatest pianist the world has ever known,
appears in his only motino picture, "Moonlight Sonata," coming
The majority of the
people
lursday and Friday to the Baby Grand Theatre.
present came in the dress of the
1890 period, as requested, and

Cloverleaf Is Fifty Years Old, and "Suzy
Choir Gives Service
Mahes Sure That It Doesn't Fall Apart At Mt. Lake Sunday
Cloverleaf is fifty years old, and ministration huffs about into th(
there are few if any who can claim essential few—and she listens to
having been here that long. Mrs whatever speeches she can for
Lester has been here ten or eleven nouncements of donations toward
years, and that's more than most building new dorms, which sh(
can say. But Suzy, without whi
says we definitely need. She is
we are sure Cloverleaf would si
also hard behind the Student Un
ply collapse, was here even before ion Building and says she'd give
Prexy's time and is going on
enough to start it if she only had
ward her sixteenth year. It
the money. As she hadn't she sugnecessary to say more than that gested a few money making plans
one short first name in order to instead, good ones.
conjure up a picture of a hum;
One of the most remarkable
dynamo, for Suzy does more work things about Suzy is her memory.
in one day than the busiest of the She not only knows the names,
Dean's offices, and although her temperaments, and peculiarities of
territory includes only Carnegie the girls in Cloverleaf now, but
and Cloverleaf, she is known al she remembers most of the old
over the campus.
ones too, and constantly surprises
Suzy came from a farm
ii them by calling them by name on
Thomasville, Georgia, where shi the campus. Inside of Cloverleaf
spent her childhood. It was part it's "sugar" a good part of the
of one of those much talked of time because its' much easier, and
and written about Southern plan- homier.
tations, and so Suzy was well
Suzy, for a long, long time has
cared for. When she left she got wanted badly to go to New York
married because she considered it and hasn't had the money. Her
the logical step in her career, but daughter is up there working and
she remained in Thomasville until when Suzy has seen her, which is
she came here.
few and far between, it has made
We asked Suzy which class of her want to go twice as much. Each
freshman girls she had liked the year she hopes that the coming
best, knowing it to be an unfair summer will be the one. We hope
question, but hoping for some sort that this one is her lucky one, and
of answer. As we feared she told if all the people on the campus
us that she couldn't because the who have and do appreciate her so
girls would throw her in the lake much would only show their apand she'd go down like a rock—not preciation by giving her a little
that she couldn't swim, but colored something toward the trip, she
people aren't allowed in the lakes could go. How about it, chums?
and so would sink if they disobeyed. However we found that she ofDr. John Martin Lectures
ten fishes and loves it. She once
caught a four and one half pound
Dr. John Martin,
conference
bass in Lake Virginia, believe it or leader and consultant on Internanot. And we go way over to the tional Relations, will present a
west coast etc., to catch a few lit- lecture
tomorrow,
Thursday,
tle bitsie things now and then!
March 9, at 11 a. m. in the High
As to the various activities the School Auditorium. His topic will
college devotes its energies to, be "Can the United States become
things poor Suzy must have been either Communist or Fascist?"
This lecture will be the final one
hearing of for an awfully long
time now, we found that she had in Dr. Martin's series under the
condensed the many ideas the Ad- adult education program. There is
admission charge.

Studio Club Members
Have Supper At
Mr. McKean's House
Last Thursday night the Studio
Club gave a Bohemian supper for
its members at the new home of
McKean on fircle Ave. After
the supper the members discussed
plans for an exhibit of rare prints
that are owned by Rollins, and are
in the files at the Art Studio.
Some of the originals to be shown
of Goya, Millet and Meryon.
The new art magazine will contain
reproduction of one of these
iginals. The exhibit will be held
the Art Studio before Spring
Vacation.
Some of the members present
;re Dr. and Mrs. Armstrong, Pat
Patterson, Don Murphy, Betty
English, Virginia Smith, Isabel
Flagg, Nancy Johnson, Jean Fairbanks, Jess Gregg, Miss Cameron,
Wilma Heath, Jane Fairchild and
Kay McDonough.
tone to the Festival, while much
credit should be given the instru;ntalists for their fine and musi,nly performance.
The huge
crowds that attended the Bach
Festival, and their whole-hearted
attention were proof of the Festii superlative quality.

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

Three Anthems To Be Sung
For Afternoon Program
The Rollins A Cappella Choir
under the direction of Christophi
0. Honaas will give a requested
return engagement at Mountain
Lake Sunday afternoon, March 12
at five o'clock. The choir will
leave the college after the morning service, traveling by chartered
bus.
The program will be an exact
duplication of the Sunday morning
service in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. I t will be given on
lawn of the home of Dr. Goss o
looking the Bok Tower.
The choir will sing the following
three numbers during the service
the final Chorale from Bach':
"Sleepers, Wake", "The Cherubi(
Hymn" by Gretchaninoff and "Lo
a Voice to Heaven Calling" by
Bortniansky.
Anny Rutz, who played the Virgin Mary in the Oberammerwgau
Passion Play, will read one of the
lessons and Margery Chindahl will
give the sermonette.

prize was given to the man and
the woman wearing the best cos• Between acts, not only the adults,
but the students of the college
joined in the dancing, which was
the only modern touch of the affair. Mrs. Bloch obtained members of the Central Florida Symphony Orchestra to furnish music
for the program; but she secured
another band to furnish music for
dancing.
The list of exhibition dancers
included: Elizabeth Kennedy, Sylvia Haimovitz, Dahne Takach,
Erka Heyder, Irma Achenbachi
Dante Bergonzi, Bill Vosburgh,
Red Rae and Art Bifield.

Visit

HARRY'S
RESTAURANT

BABY GRAND

The speaker in the Knowles Memorial Chapel next Sunday will be
Dr. John R. Mott, who is internationally known for his Y. M. C.
A. and missionary work. The
d wide prophetic ministry of
Dr. Mott to this age gives rise to
profound gratitude for the reconciliatory power of so great a lead-

Wednesday
Three Courageous Women of
the sky . . . in a smashing romantic melodrama of adventure!
CONSTANCE BENNETT
ALICE FAYE —
NANCY KELLY

Rev. Denny to Give
Lecture In Theatre

Phi Delts To Have
Beach Houseparty
At Pelican Saturday

The Phi Delts will open the
son of week-end spring houseparties next Saturday at the Pelican
at Coronado Beach. According to
custom, the Phi Delts will include
dates at this gathering. Those or
the committee making the arrange
ments for the week-end are: Bob
McFall, Bud Hoover, Ed Levy and
Ralph Harrington. The chaperones
will be Dr. and Mrs. Wendell Stone,

•

Ritz Beauty Salon

Lively as a March wind . . .
RYTEX TWEED - W E A V E
Printed Stationery will brighten up winter letters . . . and
save you money too. For RYTEX TWEED-WEAVE is on
sale for March only in DOUBLE
THE USUAL QUANTITY . . .
at only SI.25 . . . printed with
your Name and Address or
Monogram.

Rollins Press Store

WATCH
1 cantfm

tssam
nassm
ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Denny Chimes, towering marker
on the University of Alabama (
pus, peals off tunes every fifteen
minutes.

In Orlando

Y. Kitaoka's
Gift Shop

Enter the Magic Doors to

60 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando, Florida

MCELROY'S

• Gift Merchandise
• Domestic and Imported

Elizabeth Ardcn, Marie
Earle Cosmetics

Souvenir goods of all
descriptions

Lunch at McEIroy's air-conditioned drugstore in Orlando

Drugstore

"CERTIFIED DRYCLEANING"
PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT
ALTERATIONS

Winter Park Branch

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
PRESSING WHILE YOU WAIT
308 E. Park Ave.
Phone Winter Park 418

THURSDAY and FRIDAY ONLY!

Annual Pre-Season
Showing

BEACH
FASHIONS

Dickson-Ives
Modeled by charming
mannequins
staged at

Sanlando
Springs
Friday, March 10th,

Entertainment — Music
Under sponsorship of Orlando Junior Welfare
Association

Open until 2 a. m.

Week Beginning March 8th

"TAIL SPIN"
This past Sunday Dr. James
with
Joan Davis — Charles Farrell
Francis Cooke, President of the
also
Walt Disney's
Presser Foundation, was the guest
"Ferdinand the Bull"
speaker. His subject was "The
Winds of Destiny." In this sermon
Thursday and Friday
Dr. Cooke stated that there are The greatest living musical
many "Winds of Destiny", that life genius in his only motion picis not just a blind lottery, but a ture appearance!
problem that we should be educated IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI
to meet. Among these Winds,
"MOONLIGHT SONATA
there is that of Character which
with
he defined as what a person does Charles Farrell—Marie Tempest
in the dark. It is made up of inChristian Tradition and Mod- tegrity, and truth and demands Saturday, Sunday and Monday
sacrifice to a great ideal, and is Two hearts against the world
ern Culture Is Topic
. . . in a flaming drama of i
never found in a little man. An- riage-on-a-shoestring!
other one of these important
—
"Christian Tradition and Mod- "Winds" is that a judgment, CAROLE LOMBARD
JAMES STEWART
ern Culture" will be the title of described as the art of discrimithe lecture to be given by the Rev, nation. The trait of a good per- "MADE FOR EACH OTHER"
also WaltDisney's
William Denney at the Annie Rus- sonality is the art of being true to
"Practical Pig"
sell Theater on Monday, March 13 oneself. Another of these "Winds"
at four o'clock.
is that rare one that is reserved
Starts"Tuesday
Stressing the connection of for the outstanding figures in hisFRED MacMURRAY —
christian tradition and culture and tory, that of Inspiration.
The
MADELEINE
CARROLL
their relationship to education, Mr power of exalted purpose is con"CAFE SOCIETY"
Denney will point out that the cul- sidered one of the greatest Winds.
ture of an age, any age, is reflect- This entails the power of truth and
ed in the philosophy of life of tht high ideals. If we respond to
age.
The philosophy of our age these high ideals we may go on
Tulane
University's
Middle
is basically unchristian, material- and davance.
American Research Institute has
istic and mechinistic, and this life
initiated a campaign to raise $2,Those students who participated 000,000 for a n
view of modern peoples leaves us
wonderng how our culture can bi in the readings of this service
were Dante Cetrulo, Carolyn Sandactualized in its highest value.
lin, John Buckwalter and Irene
Now is the time to get your
Hoenig.
The choir sang Dett's "Listen to
Permanent for Easter
tbe Lambs" for the anthem and
"Tqanquillo" was played during
the offertory.
123 E. Morse Blvd. Winter Park

3:30 P.M.
Famous for steaks, shrimp,
spaghetti and other
delicious dishes

at your

Winds of Destiny" Was Topic
of Last Week's Sermon

from

ATTENTION
ROLLINS!

THIS WEEK

Admission 25c

Just across from Sears Roebucb
"FERDINAND the BULL

THE
one of their greatest faults. One is free to
join any group and the prospective pledge is
Students usually asked to join the organization in
which he has the most friends. However,
there is nothing more sad than a good man
in the wrong house, and several studenst are
"hot-boxed" yearly into the wrong fraterni1938
Member
1939
ties. Soon after the initiation both the fraPlssocioted GjOegide Press
ternity and the member are sorry. FortunDistributor of
ately this happens in a small minority of the
GsBeeioIeDieest
cases and every year thousands of young
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce men and women throughout the country are
receiving
some of the many benefits which
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
fraternities have to offer.

SnUin0 ^an&apur

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Campus

Camera

published Weekly by Undergraduate
of RoUins.

Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue
at Interlachen
TELEPHONE 187

National Advertising Service, Inc
College Publiibers Representative

All this does not mean that everyone
should join a fraternity; many are unsuited
for membership. But it does mean that fraternities can be and are beneficial to the
great majority of college students.

Showers in Sunny Weather
No, we haven't come across any new phenomenon in meteorology, but we sincerely
advocate showers in sunny weather.
Perhaps it would be a good idea to explain

Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.60 a term (12 weeks), $2.60 for what we mean by the title of this editorial.
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
We shall attempt to elaborate by employing
the socratic method of arriving at conclusions. In the first place, where do Eollins
students go on hot sunny days when they
want a cool swim and a tan ? Right, to Corou t of March 3. 1879.
nado Beach and the Pelican. Now, for what
that particular stretch of the coast noted ?
Correct, its marvelous beach. And what is
JOE D. HANNA, JR.....
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
the principal constituent of most beaches?
Kappa Alpha House, Phone 145
Sand is right. Aha, we see that you have
already perceived our point and it is no
Editorial Staff
longer necessary to tax your thinking.
Associate Editor .
_William Binghi
News
„_
. Jack Buckwalter
We all manage to get pretty much covSports Editor
Wendell Davis ered with sand on every trip to the Pelican
Sports
. - _ Ted Pitman and since there are no showers at our colSports
. Dick Kelly lege beach house, we are obliged to go home
Society Editor
Victoria Morgan
with more or less of a plate of finely divided
Feature Editor
Elsie Moore
Proof Editor
Lois Sue Terry silica coating our tender sun-burned hides.
Every bump in the road means that another
News Reporters
layer of skin is ground off — a somewhat
Dejay Shriner, Ann Kruse, Gladys Vogdes, Lillian painful process.
Ryan, Barbara Northen, Betty Hall, Mary K. TranIf the college would only install a few
dle, Olive Callaway, Betty de Giers, Alfred Roosevelt.
showers in both the men's and women's secFeature Writers
Betty Mackemer, Janet Jones, Wilson Whitehead, tions, we are sure that a trip to the beach
would be a much more pleasurable experiJames Coates, William Webb, Marcia Stoddard.
ence.
Assistants
Elva Mae Kennedy, Nancy Johnson, Isabel Flagg,
Dorothy Hugli, Betty Davis, Alan Past, Frances
Jones, Anne Whyte, Betty Haggerty, Betty Winton,
Diddy Hannahs, Bruce McCreary.
A necessity in all cases where there are
grounds and numerous buikljngs to care
George E. Fuller, J r
Business Manager for the supervision of grounds plays a very
important part in the affairs of Rollins ColBusiness Staff
lege. Under efficient Mr. George CartEdna Pearl Harmon
Advertising Commissioner wright, Sr., the staff here daily cares for
Thomas Costello
_ ...Circulation Mani
all the routine jobs that have to be done.
Ann Roper
_
Asst. Circulation Manager
The majority of them are small matters but
frequently a big job like the clearing up of
the infamous "Sandspur Bowl," or the seatESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING ing for the Animated Magazine comes along.
It is at times like these that Mr. Cartwright
EDITORIAL
has to press his staff so that the job will be
Unassuming yet mighty, sharp and pointed, well- completed to everyone's satisfaction.
It's
rcunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet not an easy task, either, trying to please ad»s gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vic- ministration, faculty, trustees, friends and
torious in single combai and therefore without a students, but so far the grounds staff has
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cir- done remarkably well in doing their job as
culatian: all these will be found ufon investigation it should be done and at the time it should
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the be completed.
SANDSPUR.

We Salute Efficiency

War Propaganda
Why Have Fraternities?
A few weeks ago, the Sandspur carried
an article submitted by a student which
rapped at the existence of Greek letter organizations at Rollins. In answer to that
editorial comment we submit the other side
of the question, showing the necessity, desirability and practicability of college fraternities and sororities.
In the first place, it is a natural desire of
men to form little groups with their more
intimate friends. This is evidenced by the
amazing number of fraternal organizations
throughout the world. If there were no fraternities here, the residents of each dormitory would soon unite in some sort of club.
National fraternities are merely highly organized clubs.
It is readily seen that a national group
is more desirabe than a house club. This
does not mean, however, that a fraternity
just because it is national is necessarily superior in any way to a local fraternity, in
fact we have seen several locals which surpass the nationals on the same campus. What
we are trying to point out is the difference
between a fraternity and a group of boys.
The former organization has a number of
ideals and splendid principles for its members to follow. It embodies all the good
qualities of manhood and womanhood in its
ritual and in many instances furnishes its
members with an inspiration to improve
themselves mentally, physicall and socially.
That fraternities for the most part serve as
spiritual guides is probably true, for the
ceremonies of the majority have a religious
background. Ask any fraternity man or
woman to name some of the things which
impressed him or her during the four years
of college. The list will almost invariably
include the formal initiation ceremony of
the fraternity.
The best part about fraternities is also

During the past two years the American
public has been subjected to one of the best
organized propaganda campaigns the world
has ever seen, and its effects are highly
gratifying. Just as before the World war.
Look magazine points out, we are being persuaded to abandon our traditional policy of
comparative disarmament and isolation in
favor of what is now a powerfully armed
neutrality and what will no doubt soon be
active intervention on the side of Britain
and France. The imperialistic and vindicative actions of the two allies after the World
war and the experiences of thousands of
American soldiers with "democratic" Frenchmen who robbed them in cafes and "evil
Huns" who made htem feel not like invaders
but like guests soured us temporarily.
Recent presidential policy has indicated
that propaganda has won another victory.
We are being fed tales of horror that make
our blood curdle about Fascist invasions of
Latin-American countries so that we can
spend billions on a new navy to defend ourselves against German and Italian bombers
that are even at this very minute waiting to
blast New York and Secretary Ickes and
Mrs. Roosevelt from this earth.
Don't go on believing everything you
read. Remember that even the New York
Times printed British-inspii^ed falsehoods.
The German people are not the German government ; and even Hitler has done many
things of great value for his nation. Says
Dr. M. M. Wilkerson of the University of
Louisiana: "War propaganda is an insidious
thing. Once started it gains momentum with
success until truth and rational thought are
left stranded . . . and we become enmeshed in
the coils of prejudice and hatred and join in
the preachment of exaggerations and half
truths. Lies become a part of the munitions of war." — The Duke Chronicle.
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Sigma Nu's Give
Need For Safety
"Black and White"
On
Roads Is Cited
All-College Dance
By Insurance Men

Last Saturday night the Sigma
Nus gave their annual all-colleg(
dance at the Orlando Country Travelers Company Publishes
Booklet Condemning CareClub.
The liberal decorations
were in black, white and gold. The
lesness in Auto Driving
Sigma Nus and their dates also
wore black and white
evening
HARTFORD, Conn., Mar 8—
clothes to fit in with the c
(Special)—Is experience the best
scheme. Rabbit Robbins and
orchestra from the University of teacher?
Where automobile accidents are
Florida played for the dance from
ten until two o'clock. The chap- concerned, experience is the best
erones were: Dr. and Mrs. Kinsler, teacher only when it is somebody
Mrs. Enwright, Dean Enyart. Mr. else's experience, according to a
and Mrs. Fleetwood Peeples, and new booklet entitled "Lest We
elers Insurance Company. The
Mr. and Mrs. Jack MacDowall.
Before the dance the Sigma Nus Regret" just issued by The Travand their dates attended a large booklet presents a comprehensive
formal banquet held at the Her- analysis, based on official reports
rington-Langston restaurant in Or- from the 48 states, of the facts
lando. The visiting actives from about accidents in which 32,000
other colleges in the state were persons were killed and more than
a million were injured last year.
guests at the banquet.
"The experience of losing his
life is wasted on the driver or pedestrian killed in an automobile
accident," the forward states. "The
experience of months in a hosiptal
Reproduction
of
Original cot or of weeks in a law court is
costly tuition for one's education
!
Meryon To Be Featured
in safety. If we wish to avoid
"The Arts" a new student maga- these dire costs, we must apply
zine containing material about all the experience of others to ourselves."
the phases of art at Rolli
lege will appear for the first time Automobile Accidents Analyzed
The experience of the thousands
on the campus the 15th of March
The editor, Pat Patterson, who who had to learn their lesson "the
hard way" in 1938 brings to light
was spurred on to publish
By Peggy Whiteley
magazine by the caustic aspersion many interesting facts such as the
that it was an impossible feat has following:
Twas a beautiful day for aza- Look around you well, oh sophoExceeding the speed limit was
gathered around him a student
,s, and they took advantage of it. mores and freshmen, for there ar(
staff consisting of Jean Fairbanks, responsible for 39.6 percent of the
So did we. We threw half of our many among you you'll begin tc
deaths and 25 per cent of the inpictorial
editor
Charles
Rauscher
books under our roommate's bed, miss later and wish you had known humor editor; Walter
Royall, juries. Despite a decrease in fare place if ever there was one better or seen more of. This
poetry editor; Jess Gregg and talities in 1938 compared
with
from which never to get back one of those well known senior Philip Kelly, story and satir
1937, the percentage caused by
something. Then we took out
tors; and several other interested speed went up.
Tomokan and dropped big blobs of
Term paper time is here again, contributors. This staff has se
Almost 94 per cent of the drivon the pictures of all the facei In fact, the space of time between lected interesting student sketches
ers involved in fatal
accidents
that annoyed us, slowly and witl term paper gags seems as small and drawings, poems, stor
much feeling. Let it be r^ufficien to us, as the waist of an hour tirical articles, and cartoons (not were male and only six per cent
female.
to say for the rest that we die glass. It's beginning to show quite political) for this first is
More than 84 per cent of the fa1 up too, slowly and with much obviously, in such places as . . . .
The feature of the March copy tal accidents occurred in clear
feeling. We then canvassed the Bloomer Buttons Fuller's manner
dorms and stopped afiyone
of address; in the gentle, quietness however, is a print, the only repro- weather, and 77 per cent happened
from studying and from there
of Russell's tones; in the way duction from an original 18th Cen- when the road surface was dry.
More persons were killed on
moved about the wide open sp;
Hilbert Hangover goes to classes; tum Meryon etching. The etching
to stop whatever else we could in the far-off look in Warren was recently sold a t public auction Sunday than on any other day
find from being constructive.
Goldsmith's eyes; in the library for approximately $1,000.00 and of the week, while the heaviest infound Mortimer and Izzy out
in the air — you can smell it. We has lately been donated to the Stu- jury toll came on Saturday. More
IS were killed between seven
miring the wonders of nature, rather enjoy it, particularly this dio collection.
ght p. m. than at any other
According to plans The Arts will
lowly and with much feeling. term as we haven't any. But we'd
Further along we came upon Gus- like to say a harsh thing or two appear monthly for the last three
Almost 43 per cent of all vicand Warren, the campus cou- about those people who get their months of the college year and the
ple chaperones (because they're done way ahead of time and then price will be $1.00 for these three tims of fatal traffic accidents were
so anxious to see their names in gloat loudly. Next term we will issues. Student solicitation has al- pedestrians. Almost half of all
either
print). On our way back we pass- be waiting with roach extermina- ready been started and the staff pedestrians killed were
ed Belden, B., studying the weathe* tor for suches, and we're sure we plans for complete solicitation be- crossing between intersections or
fore the appearance of the magaliking on rural highways.
and sky conditions, as all photog- will get plenty of cooperation.
zine. There will also be additional
"Danger Unit" Introduced
raphers do, and trying to deterWhat has happened to that little
In addition to the statistical anmine which of the lovely numbers ditty known as "student opinion" copies on sale.
alysis, the booklet introduces a
on his list corresponded with the that used to appear in all its bitaforementioned. We didn't disi ingness every week? We miss the Key Society Meets Tonight
and unique concept of driving
turb him because the list was
danger in terms of "Danger Units."
dirty cracks and would prefer to
long and he was studying it slowly, see them printed thin to have
pointed out that energy inA regular meeting of the Rolwith much feeling.
s progressively as the speed
them rep:>ated to us after they've lins Key Society will be held on
Wednesday
evening
March
8,
a
t
car increases, but that the
been
made
behind
our
backs.
We
'Twas a beautiful day for Dubsincrement in energy far outstrips
dread, so we took advantage of it say this slowly with much feeling! seven-thirty o'clock.
e addition in miles per hour.
That is, it was lovely until Curie
Taking as its equivalent the
was doing exhibition diving and
average shock limit of the human
then han^ng his hair out to dry,
body, the Danger Unit is matheail of it. Henry Stryker was dismatically equal to the energy decussing life's greater
problems
veloped in an automobile moving
with his latest victim. Ed Levy
at 25 miles per hour, to a streetwas telling Wendy Davis how to
By DeJay Shriner
this afternoon were the Independget to first base in no time at all, "Look out Mako!" "On the ball ents, the X Club, K. A. and Theta width of actual stopping distance,
and Dottie Bryn was telling sevto one "roll-over" in case of an acJackl" "A little action there!" Kappa Nu. Sigma Phi Omega, Phi
eral needing freshman gals what
dent, or to the fall of
person
A roar of laughter swept the lake Delta Theta and Sigma Nu were
three years at Rollins can do to
ff a two-story house. 1
front as, for the second time with- eliminated in the prel:
one while Bill Webb was playing
cept,
coupled with the known fact
in as many minutes canoe tilting last Wednesday.
wandering conversationalist.
that the energy of a moving I>ody
Jack Makemson lost his balance
s as the square of the
We believe that not many peo- and tilted his canoe and partner
speed, is illustrated in word picple have heard the singing of the into the drink, before even coming
tures clearly understandable even
two troubadors of the dusk who within thrusting distance of his
to persons whose knowledge of
perform every so often.
Maybe opponents. And so, amid yelling,
they're bashful, for they hide in splashing and much hilarity, an B e h i n d S c e n e s of " T o n i g h t a t physical laws or of engineering
is limited.
8:30" To Be On Air
the thickets when they do get their old Rollins custom was reborn last
High Speeds Costly
nerve up enough to sing, and as Wednesday when most of the
Also contained in the booklet is
far as we know they limit their school went to the shore of Lake
On the Rollins Variety Hour of
audiences to Cloverleaf and who- Virginia to view or take part in a March 1 a round table conference a discussion of the high cost of
ever can hear them from behind canoe festival. Revived thru the was held by the Pi Gamma Mu fast driving. An increase in averthe speech studio. We think it's an
honorary social science fraternity. age speed from 3B to 45 miles per
efforts of Bob Lado after a lapse
awful waste because they really
The subject of the discussion was
r will save a little more than
of several years it is hoped that
have remarkably good voices, and
"American Democracy, What Is
hours of time in each thousand
the affair will once more become
well-blended ones, as well as being
It."
5S driven, it is shown, but each
able to play the banjo and accor- an annual event. It was Bob who
This week the radio hour will of the hours saved costs about 65
arranged
with
Mr.
Mendell
of
the
dion very well. We cordially ingo behind the scenes at the Annie cents. An increase in average
vite them to sing under our win- assembly program committee for Russell Theatre to broadcast part peed from 35 to 65 miles per hour
dow any old nite, and hope they the use of the assembly period; of the dress rehearalal of Noel jumps the cost of hours saved to
and
it
was
Bob
who
saw
Jack
Macwill give some of the other dorms
Coward's "Tonight at 8;30" which
L.20 each.
and houses the pleasure of one of Dowall about a suitable trophy, is to be presented by the Annie
The msuranee company will disand it was Bob who urged the varRussell Company on the tenth and tribute two million copies of the
theii
fraternities to enter contestWe really would like to know ants in the affair. The success eleventh of March. Various mem- booklet this year in the interest
what Jeanne L. and Neal L. talk of his efforts are evident in that bers of the cast will be interview- of highway safety. Single copies
ed, bits of dialogue will be given
about at this point. It worries us.
quantities are available through
every single group on campus made and the business will be described
Why, even husband and wife don't
•• company or any of its agents.
entries in the four events—canoe as the actors portray their roles.
see as much as that of each other,
tilting, war canoe racing and sin- The listeners will be aided in their
and they must have worn down the
small subjects ages ago. Can it be gle and double canoe racing. The (attempts to visualize the backthat the silent tongue of love still war canoe race went to the X Club stage atmosphere by sound effects
which had but eight men rowing of cue calls, scenery-shifting, last
fills the bill?
against ten men crew included the minute repairs, general pandeWith all apologies to those memstudents Are Elected to Honh vaunted Theta Kappa Nus. moneum, etc.
bers of the administration who
orary Society As Frosh
probably would rather we didn't Phi Delta Theta thru the frantic
paddling
of
Mako
Makemson,
mention it we can't help but notice
Solomon Grundy
Monday after the Founders' Day
de first place in the canoe sinas the close of the careers of the
Had
a
date
on
Monday
Convocation Dr. Bolt announced
class of '39 approaches, how few !S while Independents Tommy
An exam on Tuesday
the names of the eight senior
of those who started here their Costello and Ken Scudder took out
Went dancing on Wednesday
members of 0 0 0 0 men's honorary
freshman year are remaining. Out doubles. The award of the trophy
An exam on Thursday
!ty. Elected to it their freshof 55 girls at least, there are six- rested upon the outcome of the
Got his report card Friday
year these students are:
teen, and out of about 60 boys semi-finals and finals of the ca- Saw the Dean Saturday
Dante Cetrulo, William Scheu,
there are approximatley 20. They noe tilting which were run off this
But was he expelled Sunday?
Wesley
Dennis, Myron Savage,
afternoon
during
the
assembly
have gradually dropped off, alHeck no. He plays football.
Jack Justice, Marion Mclnnis, Robmost imperceptively, but steadily. period. Those teams which tilted
—Boston University News.
ert Hayes and Oliver Daugherty.

New Undergrad Art
Magazine to Appear

FOOTNOTES

Canoe Festival Brought to Life Through
Efforts of Bob Lado; Jack Makemson Stars

Pi Gamma Mu on the
Rollins Variety Hour

Dr. Holt Announces
New 0 0 0 0 Members
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RUDDER ROPES
Brad Bears Down on Crew Aspirants — No Softies
Need Apply! Several New Opponents Announced on
Spring Schedule
By Ted Pitman

"Let's Give Varsity Basketball a Fair Trial," Pleads
Scribe; Influx of Penna. Talent Expected at Florida U.
- By Wendy Davis •

The 1939 intramural season had
only been over a matter of a few
minutes when Coach
Bradley
sounded the first call for varsity
and junior varsity crew, when he
called all candidates to a meeting
in the crew house. In this meeting
"Brad" stated definitely his demands on training regulations and
stated that if a fellow didn't want
to keep to them he couldn't want
to row and therefore there was no
place for him around the crew
house. This point is not only shared by "Brad", as many of the
veteran crew men are as tired as
"Brad" is of being "swell guys",
as our many opponents have always
stated, but always the loser. Now
that Rollins is going to have the
distinction of being the best equipped class C crew, she is going to
have to prove her worthiness to
that distinction.

The opponents of the installation of varsity basketball at Rollins
are probably laughing up their sleeves at this point. If pure results
in the win and loss column are a basis for the success of sport, they
have good reason for their "I told you so's"; for the showing of
this year's pioneering court forces was not entirely too successful. The
Tars have been rudely beaten up by their traditional rival Stetson in
two encounters, and Southern College has taken their measure in like
manner. They have split encounters with Miami University who is
also playing its first season of basketball this year. Games with semipro clubs have furnished somewhat better news, on the other hand.
But the introduction of varsity basketball this year cannot be
sidered a flop. Financially the team did not eat into the athletic
budget so that it would hurt the other sports now in operation. I
inexperienced club gained experience for forthcomings seasons from
limited schedule and a limited practice period. They played under the
guidance of an undergraduate, Marion "Snooks" Mclnnis, who it must
be said, did a remarkable job in his capacity. The boys made thi
bid in intercollegiate basketball competition this year and their debut
•(vas not a failure. They did not lose all their games.
The handicaps for maintaining a successful basketball team at
Rollins were enumerated at the beginning of the short season. Athletic
Director Jack McI>owall warned the court aspirants that they w
be doubling mostly in winter football and basketball at the same time;
he told them that their schedule would not be as complete as it will be
in a few years; and that the whole situation would be more or less
formal for this season, meaning that the boys would be "on their
own hook". "The primary purpose for starting basketball," he stated
"was to take the stars out of the intramural basketball league, in order
to make that league more equal and congenial for boys not so comjwtent

Coach Bradley also revealed in
his talk that he had succeeded in
getting a race with Williams College from far off Williams, Massachusetts. This completes a string
of crews the lilA of which has
nevei been seen before south of
the Mason-Dixon Line. Rollins is
gomg to give the jieople of Florida their first look at a real and
of its kind in the South. The crew's
complete crew schedule, the first
all of class C rating will come to
Winter Park in their spring vacations, therefore the crew fans will
get in, in the short space of two
weeks five first class crew races.
The schedule as released today,
which is subject to change at anytime is as follows:
March 23 Asheville School vs.
Rollins Junior Varsity.
March 28 U of Richmond vs.
Rollins Varsity.
April 2 Williams College vs.
Rollins Varsity.
April 6 American International
College vs. Rollins Varsity.
April 6 Washington and' Lee vs.
Rollins Junior Varsity.

When Joe Justice, June Lingerfelt, Clyde Jones, Buck Johnson,
Bill Daugherty, Joe Rembock, Manny Brankert, and Dick Rodda reported for varsity basketball, they were, at the most, giving up personal
desires — and combatting the wishes of their fraternities. They did
all this for their revered leader, Jack McDowall.
Now that Rollins has taken its first step, a baby one at that,
the installation of basketball, the success of the court game in future
years, we believe, will warrant its inception. It is true that the Tai
this year have not been blessed with the wealth of brilliant stars ei
rolled here in the past, and that if basketball were started a few years
back it would have enjoyed much greater success, but court material
will return to the college and the coaches of the sport in a few years
will undoubtedly have more experienced men with which to mold
a representative squad.
Varsity basketball this year was not organized. It had no time
for organization. Next year it will be. McDowall will have arraa fairly complete schedule. The winter football training period
be affixed so as not to interfere with the court practices. There
be more material with which to work, and McDowall himself, we
lieve, will take over the coaching duties.
The re-introduction of basketball, as has been said before, will
balance the Rollins athletic department. It will act as another incentive for high school and preparatory students to choose this institution. It already has provided another sport for those less able undergraduates who are interested in education "of the physical" as well
as "of the mind". It is naturally in line with the administration's
hopes of improving tliis branch of their education system.
With McDowall as its dictator, the athletic situation at Rollins
has taken great steps in its development in the past ten years. It is
McDowall's preliminary hope to primarily teach "Physical Education"
—rather than win ball games; although he is not forsaking the desire
to win. Varsity athletics, happily, at this institution is decidedly an
education. It is an educaton "of the mind" as well as "of the physical"; and in this light basketball will soon reach this ultimate. If the
truth be told, basketball had no education "of the mind" this season,
principally because of its haphazardness. But it can't be expected
that such a development would occur in one such short season, and
one such mediocre attempt of installation.
Short Sport Shots: Sam Butz, Jacksonville Times-Union Sports
Editor, said in an interview with this correspondent last week, that
the University of Florida would probably have a new football coach
next fall, and that Josh Cody, present gridiron director, would take
over the complete Athletic Director duties . . . The football situation
at Gator-land, contrary to the recent Jim Mulcahy resurrection, is not
so intense as the head-lines of the moment stated them to be, according to Butz . . . Mulcahy's blast at the Athletic Department was not
taken in the right light by most of the undergraduates at the university, and that the Orlando boy was believed to have exposed himself
unmercifully by his public utterances.
Butz stated that Jacksonville friends and followers are expecting
great things of Sammy Hardman on the gridiron next fall, and that
the former Landon High star was still the idol of that section's football fandom . . . Hardman's showing in winter football, if any criterion,
would make him the man to watch for the Tars opponents next fall.
The University of Florida will have a much improved football
team next fall, according to Butz . . . A rumor around Jacksonville has
it that one of the former Pittsburgh coaches now on the Gator staff
•will assume the head coaching job . . . With Pittsburgh coaches at
Gainesville, it is expected that a lot of coal miners from Pennsylvania
will enroll at Florida . . . The signing of former Pitt athletes by colleges
today for coaching duties seems to be a popular idea of securing those
pick and shovel wielders as linemen. . . . Miami is another college to
do such a stunt recently . . . Personally we're glad Eollins administrators like our own Jack McDowall . . . This is clearly a non-mining institution.

Co-EDS IN

SPORTS

• By Betty Mackemer •
Thursday evening, February 23,
the Rollins women's basketball
team decisively defeated the team
from Mt. Dora in a half two court
—half three court tussel. In spite
of the fact that our team has had
very little practice in two court
playing, they did some of their
best playing in that half.
Last Saturday Stetson women
were entertained here in the annual Play Day. There was competition in tennis, archery, hockey,
and basketball. The golfers, unable to come up on that day, will
come over some time in April. In
"the hockey game, Rollins easily
won 8 to 1 and the Archery was
taken by a total score of 670 to
649, Sherry Gregg being high
scorer with 226 of those points.

Ward Announces
Fetner, Sigma Nu Mr.
Golf Team Tryouts XClub Captures
Wins Intramural
Crew Title With
to Have Varsity Four;
Tennis Singles Rollins
Partial Schedule Given
Two
Decisive Wins
Defeats Rival in Finals, 6-2,
6-3; Miller, Wesson Defeat A call for candidates for the var- Defeat K.A.'s and T.K.N.'s;
sity golf team was issued by Fred
Hagerty and Hubbard
Phi Delts Lose to T.K.N.'s;
Ward, coach and manager of the
Sigma Nus Win by Length
Tar linksmen, Monday afternoon

Bill Fetner, representing Sigma and plans for the selection of a
Nu, wbn the intramural tenni's
championship of Rollins College varsity quartet to represent RolMonday by defeating
Johnny lins in a representative schedule
Greene, Independent, 6-2, 6-3 in with Florida college golfers were
the final round.
outlined.
Fetner received a first round
All upperclassmen who have atbye, defeated Morry Casparis, 6-3,
6-1, in a second round match, and tended school one full year are elibeat Jeff Kennedy, 6-3, 6-2 in the gible for the squad, Mr. Ward ansemi-finals.
Greene
advanced nounced. The interested candiwith easy straight-set wins over dates are to play eighteen holes
Babe Casparis and Adolpho Gen- over the Dubsdread course before
March 13 and turn their respective
til and a bye.
score in to Mr. Ward at the TreaPlaying on a hot, muggy day,
Fetner and Greene started out
The names of the qualifying canplaying good tennis. Both players were inclined to conserve their didates will be placed, according to
strength and as a result
made their score-ranking, on a varsity
most erf their errors through golf-ladder, he revealed. Players
"reaching" for the balls. Fetner on the ladder may challenge either
(Continued on page 6)
exhibited considerable
accuracy
with his high-bouncing looped
forehand and a slow sliced backhand and soon ran up a 5-1 lead.
He dropped Greene's service and
then ran out the set.
In the second set, Greene charg- j
ed the net at every opportunity,
put away some nice overheads, and
had Fetner scurrying from one
side of the court to the other. A
third set seemed in the offing as
the score reached 3-3, but Fetner
rallied, kept the ball deep, and
constantly pounded Greene's backhand to take the next three games
and the match.
An all-Independent doubles final
materialized when Don Miller and
Dick Wesson eliminated Bob Haggerty and Frank Hubbard, Sigma
Nu, 4-6, 6-2, 6-4. The turning point
of the match came in the seventh
le of the third set, with the
e 3-3, when the Sigma Nu
combination dropped a 40-love lead
and lost the game.
Miller and
Wesson will play Greene and Gentil for the championship. The Independents, with a singles finalist and two doubles teams in
the finals, won the team championship. The Sigma Nus, with
singles winner and a semi-final doubles team, placed second.

The tennis stars, Bryant, Vanderbilt, Glo Young, and Tubby Smith,
took all four matches and no match
was forced to go beyond two sets.
The basketball game in the afternoon was really a thriller. At the
end of the first quarter Stetson
led by two points and at the half
we were ahead by the same margin. From then on it was a battle
first one scoring and then the
other until in the final few minutes Rollins gave a sudden burst
of energy and when the smoke finally cleared away Rollins had
won 33 to 25. Mention should be
made here of Betty Stevens who dee Hoenig and her group gave
played one of the most outstandexhibition of the modern dance.
ing bits of basketball seen for a
in all—a most enjoyable day.
long time. After the game re- Hope we can have another one
freshments were served while Dee-

By Ted Pitman
Stroke Corkie McCorkle paced
his powerful X Club crew to decisive wins over the T. K. N.'s and
the K. A.'s, in Saturday's and
Monday's regattas to complete the
season undefeated.
This made
them the first crew in three years
to go through an unblemished seaIn Saturday's race the Clubbers
jumped away to their usual lead
at the start, having about a quarter of a length on the T. K. N.'s
and rowing at 36 strokes per minute to the T. K. N.'s 34. As the
crews came up to the cypress trees
the Clubbers had lowered their
stroke to a 30 and had a half

Campus Cam.era

HARVARD'S OLDEST FAMILY
WILFRED HErza.uNiv.
CF MINNESOTA TRICK SMOT
AR:tlSr,MA[>E970m'0F
KO BASKETS STANDING
ON mS LEFT LES AND ,
WrmONB EYE CLOSED.'

LEVERETT SAUrON5TAU.Er;59, SOW OF TWB
GWERNOR OF MASSACHUSETTS WILL BE T>1E
I1T» SAUTONSTALL TO RECEIVE A HARVARD 0 6 GREE tHE CHAIN ECGAM WITH HENRICUS WHO
WftSAMEWBEROFHARVARP'S FIRST CLASS/ /

Coach Bradley stated that there
wouldn't be any trip north this
year as Rollins had such an extensive home schedule and that he
was taking this year to equip his
crew with new shells, oars and
dock. He stated that there was
however a trip to Cuba still hanging on the fire.
Ten bright, new and very shining racing oars arrived last week
to give the crew the first set of
real racing oars in the history of
the college. These oars ought to
make a great difference in the
speed of the crews from now on as
they heretofore have had to race
with solid practice oars against
crews that were using light, hollow racing oars like the ones that
just arrived.
It was also learned that the
keels for our two new racing shells
have already been laid and the
gunwales cut and in three weeks
time the framework of the new
boats, should be done or well on
the way to completion.
This is
heartening news as work wasn't
supposed to start on them until
next month.

Seven Lettermen
To Form Nucleus
Of Baseball Team
Twelve Rookies Report for
Practice; First Game Is
With the Orlando Gulls
By AI 3wan

Harper Shepard field was a
' bustle of activity last week as
seven lettermen and twelve rookies turned out in search of positions on the Rollins varsity nine.
If pre-season dope can be
counted of any value, Rollins
should be pointing toward another
length of open water showing be- successful season. Last year the
tween them and their rivals A-ho Tars won every series played and
were rowing an even lower stroke with such stars as Joe Rembock
but it wouldn't go up while and Bill Daugherty, two fire ball
"'Powerhouse" McCorkle lifted Vis pitchers, Joe Justice, flashy second
up to a 32 and swept across the baseman. Rick Gillespie, short
finish a little under two lengths stop, Snooks Mclnnis, first base,
in the lead.
and Sam Hardman, Jack Justice
In the final races on Monday and Manny Brankert in the outthere was a note of tragedy ali field, returning, the McDowallmen
through the days racing as in the should give a gjood account of
first race Wes Hausman in the themselves.
bow for the Phi Delts sprung his
Several New Comers
oarlock and lost his oar and in the
In addition to the men from last
X CIub-K. A. race the latter crew year's squad several newcomers
lost the sei'vices of their bow man are expected to add much to the
Louie Bills due to an auto accident strength of the team. Among
and were forced to put their cox in these are Tony Stelluto, a third
his place. Keller, the cox, had baseman from New York City,
never rowed before so he was just Johnny Greene, an outfielder and
used to steady the boat while the Emmett Goulding third base, both
other three rowed. This of course of Winter Park, Claude Rollins,
enabled the Clubbers to walk away who is the first left handed pitchwith the race very handily and er to be on a Rollins baseball team
thereby annex the championship. in two years, has already given
The first race of the afternoon warning that he can't be counted
saw the T. K. N.'s jump into a sur- out of the running for a starting
prising lead over the Phi Delts position on the mound. Ollie Barright at the start of over a quar- ker, an Orlando boy and a pitchter of a length. As the crews er, has been showing up well and
neared the cypress the T. K. N's should round out a well balanced
had pulled away so that open wa- mound quartet. One of the most
ter was showing between the two hotly contested positions on the
boats. Shortly after the cypress club will probably be for the
trees had been left astern Haus- catcher's berth with Ralph "Runt"
man had the misfortune with his Hampton and Don Miller battling
oarlock and from then on the Phi it out for the starting call.
Squads Practice
Delts were out of the race. The
time taken on this race which at
Little time was wasted by Coach
first was thought to be a new rec- McDowall in getting the squad
ord for the year was ruled incor- off to a good start, as he sent his
rect by Coach Bradley.
wards through a six inning pracThe Phi Delts by loosing this tice game last Saturday afternoon.
last race caused a triple tie for The squad was divided into two
second place between themselves nines, one composed mainly of letthe T. K. N.'s and the K. A.'s. Thus termen and the other of rookies.
ended one of the closest and hot- The more experienced team came
test contended crew seasons on out on the long end of a 5 to 2
record. Much credit is also due to
the two crews who finished out of
With only a few days left before
the running as they showed vast the Tars meet the Orlando Gulls,
improvement over their crews of of the Florida State League, in a
last year. The Sigma Nus finally series of practice games. Coach
emerged from the ranks of the un- McDowall will probably put the
defeated with a full length victory squad through several stiff workover the Independents as stroke outs in the next week.
Haggerty rowed a beautiful race
Rollins opens its regular season
to whip his crew across the finish against the University of Georgia
line in their best time of the year, at Harper Shepard Field on the
twenty-first of this month.
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For Health
And Fun

10 New and Modern Bowling Alleys
Soda Grill and Lounge

ORLANDO BOWLING CENTER
720 N. Orange

phone 6956

THE

Government Rapped
Noted Englishman Speaks on World Affairs;
By Amherst Prexy
Believes They Are to Be Learned by Trial
R. H. Bruce Lockhart who spoke
on the Annie Russell Series
recently, is truly an eminent
British diplomat and author. He
believes that foreign affairs are to
be learned scientifically by the
trial and error process. A true
diplomat will never try to prophesy the future developments of
world affairs, so that when he was
asked to discuss current affairs he
would only look into the past and
try to interpret conditions as they
are and have been within the past
year.
Since the Munich Conference of
last March the party that was always against Benes has risen into
power, blaming this past leader
for getting them into & situation
where they had so little opportunity to defy Hitler. This power
which opposed Benes has made a
compromise with the German dictator; but still the hatred which
has always" existed between these
two countries, is burning within
the hearts of the Czechs.
Of all the German terriiorial
countries, Austria is the least united and the least pro-Nazi. Last
March when the ultimatum was
rendered, Austria w^as being governed by a minority power and
that is one reason why Hitler was
able to gain control of this country
with so little opposition.
When asked if Germany had an
insatiable desire for further territorial gains, Mr. Lockhart stated
that the economic condition of Germany was dependent on expansion,
which is itself a* dangerous condition. The question to be answered
before we may judge how much
farther this country will expand is
how far are the legitimate trade
demands to be accompanied by political desires. On this question
rests the fate and actions of the
European powers.
As to the question of Communism and Fascism and their ever increasing power, Mr. Lockhart stated that he thought that England,
France and Spain would never have
to make a choice between those
two pure methods of government.
We may have a consolidation of
Have your Portable repaired at

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
Authorized Underwood Agents
Phone 6518, 212 South Main St.
Orlando
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Louis' 13th
Anniversary
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Alpha Phis Entertain
Guests At Their Tea
Given Last Tuesday

Azalea Gardens Are Background For Rollins Crew

Higher Education is Headed
for Domination Says King

Beta Lambda of the Alpha Py
Fraternity held its weekly tea, on
Tuesday afternoon, February 28 at
which members of the fraternity
entertained their friends, in Caro
line Fox Hall.
Present were the members: Mar.
guerite Beyer, Diddy Hannahs
Dana Miller, Dorothea Rich, Jeanne Brantman, Margo Colvin, Betty
Carey, Mary Trendle, Kitty Wynne
Lillian Ryan, Marjorie McQueen
and Lynn Leonard; and pledges
Betty Tomaslin, Janet Morse
Janet Harrington, June Mutispaugh, Betty English and Peggy
Cleland and their guests.

AMHERST, Mass. — (ACP) —
T'ji^ growing fear of U. S. college
• ! university administrators that
her education is headed
1 plete governmental domination
been concisely summarized by
\iuhcrst College's Pres. Stanley
I'ointing out that when colleges
I nger are able to pay their
w ly they lose their freedom,
King said:
The economic basis of privately endowed educational institutions IS sound today, but it is
doubtful if it will be sound tomorrow
The income from our endowments has dropped a third and
[6 end IS not yet.
"The government has been oper;ing for ten years by deficit fi'.iieing. We'll pay for that later,
m not cricising the government.
's just the way things are — it's
their methods, with democracy and
world situation. Those costs will
then have to choose how much of
have to be paid the day after toeach system to accept but he thinks
that the pure form will never be
accepted by these countries. In
"That evil day may come in a
England the fear of Communism is few years, or it may be ten. It
decidedly less than in 1923. Rus- will definitely be during his life
sia is strong in one way, in her de- time, he is convinced.
fensive measures but she is weak
"They will be faced with the alas an aggressor. Mr. Lockhart ternative of remaining independdoesn't think that Stalin has any ent privately endowed institutions,
desire to expand his powers or to or accepting government subsidies.
aggravate a war. To back up this In the latter event, they will no
statement he cited three reasons. longer be the free institutions that
The first of these is that Russia have made this country what it is.
is a large country which is still My judgment tells me that only
not firmly united; the second, that the strongest will be able to witha success of Russia must first be stand the temptation of governmade before he adds to it, when ment subsidy and yield to whatRussia is a success other countries ever government supervision may
will more willingly accept her pre- accompany the subsidy."
cepts and ideals; thirdly, Stalin believes that Russia needs the time
The Drake University music
and money to build up Russia within itself, rather than expending partment has been given 200
funds for army and navy equip- chestral arrangements.
ment. Russia is strong and almost
impregnable from attack but she
does not have methods of transportation to wage an aggressive war.
In a comparison of England and
the United States, Mr. Lockhart
said that he thought that the people in the United States were more
emotional and more easily swayed
by an emotional ideal than the
Safe, Pasteurized Dairy
Britishers. In England there
Products
three types of people one who
would fight only when tangibly
attacked; another would fight to
defend any democracy and the Orlando Phone 6342
others who are the pacifists.
Winter Park Phone 287K

Mr. Ward Announces
Golf Team Tryouts
(Continued from page 5)

Approximately one fouith of the
In the last 25 years, Colgate's
University of Vermont fieshmen debaters have won a greater perare scholarship holdeih
centage of victories than have the
institution's athletic teams.
Cornell University has just acUniversity of Michigan men
quired a collection of 6,000 bird
specimens from all parts of the sported corsages of vegetables at
a special party given for them by
world.
their co-ed friends.
A new major in recreational proIn 22 years, Oklahon A & M's
grams is now listed on the curriculum of Massachusetts State Col- wrestling team have ^ m 125 of
130 wrestling meets.

Football Coach Dick Harlow has
been appointed curator of oology
in the Harvard University museum
of comparative zoology. Oology is
the collection and study of eggs.
Operators of the Oregon State
College telephone exchange say
"number please" on an average of
2,045 times a day from 8 a. m. to

of the next two players directly
preceeding him on the ladder-ranking list.
The varsity team will be selected
from the top-ranking place holders
on the ladder six days prior to each
match.
Although only three definite
matches have been booked to date,
Mr. Ward pointed out that he was
negotiating with all of the college
teams in the state in quest for
matches to be played on a homeand-home basis.
The schedule, complete to date:
April 1 St. Petersburg Jr. Colge — here.
April 4 Illinois College — here
April 8 University of Florida —
Gainesville.

Bucknell
University
English
Kent State University's wrest- teachers are having their voices
Final examinations are
Indiana University is assisting
in the codification of all of the ling team has won 45 straight vic- tested to aid them in making their only once every four years :
tories on its home mat.
lectures more interesting.
Hoosier state's blue laws.

DATSON
Dairies, Inc.

Sixty^seven foreign countries
represented in the collection
18,000 post cards in the University
of Kentucky library.

148 W. SOUTH ST.
ORLANDO

STRIPES—
Take the eye this spring in our chambrays
with the striped tops and plain skirts. They
come in Shocking Pink, Blue, Wine and
Green.

Priced at $8.95

THE LITTLE GOWN SHOP
785 N. Orange

•

ORLANDO

combination
The GREAT WALLENDAS the premier high wire artists of the world

. . . and the TOP Combination
for more smoking pleasure is
Swing to
MCGREGOR

Sports Shirts

Everything in the entire store is
included in this long-awaited
sale. The Thrift Dept. on the
second floor is also showing outstanding values.

• >

Louis

AT ORLANDO
The Shop Smart Women Prefer

Handsome fancy weaves and
plain colors in the well-known
McGregor sports shirts — in or
outer styles shown in coat or
slipover models. Small, medium
and large sizes in white, natural, tan, green and blue. Right
for sports, for classroom, for
campus.

$1 to $2.50
Men's Fashion Corner —
Street Floor

YOWELL-DREW CO.
ORLANDO

C h e s t e r f i e l d {the can 't-be-copied blend)
I h e sun never sets on Chesterfield's popularity because Chesterfield combines
blends together., .the world's best cigarette
tobaccos in a way that's different from any
other cigarette.
When you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and
' women more smoking pleasure... why
THEY SATISFY

Chesterfield
. the blend that can't be copied

. . . the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

world's best cigarette tobaccos

Copyright 1939. LiMirr Sc MYEK TOBACCO CO.

